Innovative ideas
for your success!

BEND-IT 2.0
Our patented bending machine.

BEND-IT 2.0

Our patented bending machine.
The BEND-IT 2.0 System is a patented tool for bending, which includes a special pneumatic impact
hammer as well as different slip-on pillows to bend sheets on cars in a new and easy way. Regarding
the innovative relevance this System impresses due to its easy and fast usage. With only one operation,
you are able to bend a sheet, like the wheel house of a car. You can do this in only a few minutes and
without big expenditures of energy. The BEND-IT 2.0 impact hammer drives the sheet in the fold of the
pillow and pushes itself by strokes and vibrations. In order to work more practica- ble and easier, there
are several types of pillows with a different profile and diameter depending on form and the feature
of the car sheet. By using the Bend-it system, which is a totally new way to repair, you have a more
cost-effective, sustainable and easier repair on car sheets like door leaves and wheel houses.
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An easy and fast way to bend car sheet
Easy to handle
No rework needed
Low effort
Highest standard of quality
Low wear
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BEND-IT 2.0, pneumatic hammer
Pillow holder (quick coupler)
Pillow 45°
2 x Pillows 90°
Manual
Case with Inlay

APPLICATION
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1. PRE-BENDING

Use the 45°-part for pre-bending. Pay attention
to resonable working pressure of max. 2-3 bar..

2. POST BENDING

Finish the process with glue. There is an ideal
result in just a short time.

ACCESSORIES
BEND-IT 2.0

Metall Skin Removing Pliers, wide head
The wide head version is used for all flanged
surfaces to open the flanged sheet metal.

Metall Skin Removing Pliers, small head
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The small head version is used at the beginning
as well as on difficult to access positions.

